**Difficult and Awake**
The MADgic Airway Device from Teleflex combines atomized topical anesthetic and oxygen delivery in an innovative and elegantly designed fiberoptic compatible oral airway.

**Exceptional Coverage**
The MADgic Airway Device protects the fiberoptic scope, and allows passive oxygenation with the option to place mask over the patient to deliver additional oxygen or ventilation. The built-in atomizer easily reaches the vocal cords and larynx and trachea with a consistent, fine atomized spray.

**Versatile Design**
The device conforms to patient anatomy allowing topical anesthetic to be delivered to the patient while in an upright or recumbent position, and while awake or asleep. The MADgic Airway Device provides a single size solution that allows for a wide range of endotracheal tubes, giving the ability to easily side unload ETTs and be removed after ETT insertion.

**Compatible**
The MADgic Airway Device may be used in conjunction with the MADgic Laryngo-Tracheal Mucosal Atomization Device* for difficult and awake intubation and extubation cases requiring a fiberoptic scope.

---

**Benefits**

- **The Clinician**
  Provides an innovative solution to create a temporary airway to facilitate fiberoptic intubation

- **Your Institution**
  Allows for preoxygenation, passive oxygenation, and topical anesthetic application with the cost of a single intubating airway

- **The Patient**
  Increase patient comfort and reduced risk of patient injury

---

*For use with drugs approved for intranasal and oropharyngeal delivery.*
The MADgicWand Pharyngeal Tissue Retractor/Atomizer Accessory
The MADgicWand Pharyngeal Tissue Retractor/Atomizer from Teleflex allows thorough topicalization and precise anesthetic placement to the difficult-to-reach glottic opening.

To learn more, visit lmaco.com/products